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focused specifically on: language separation, cross-linguistic interactions as in borrowing and codeswitching,
the relationship between grammatical competence and literacy-related discourse abilities, and how lexical
knowledge in two languages is related to other domains of linguistic knowledge in bilingual children.
Cross-linguistic Influence, Transfer and Other Kinds of
Cross-Linguistic Influences and the Acquisition of English Vocabulary and Registers by Second Language
Learners A Comparison between Dutch and French Speaking ... cross-linguistic influences, which will be
further discussed in terms of factors and realizations. As we . 2
Cross-Linguistic Influences and the Acquisition of English
While it is now widely accepted that the cross-linguistic influences occur in almost every aspect of language
acquisition (i.e., pronunciation, grammar, vocabulary and pragmatics, etc.) and the effects can be both
positive and
Title: Second Language Relative Clause Acquisition: An
These ideas suggest that crosslinguistic influence of syntactic, morphological, or phonological changes may
just be the surface of one languageâ€™s influence on the other, and CLI is instead a different developmental
use of oneâ€™s brain.
Crosslinguistic influence - Wikipedia
Cross-linguistic influence in the process of second language (L2) acquisition has for long been an essential
topic in second language acquisition research. Most of the research conducted, however, was generally
limited to examining the effects of the learner's mother tongue on the acquisition of the target language.
Cross-Linguistic Influence On The Acquisition Of English
15 Cross-Linguistic Inï¬‚uence TERENCE ODLIN 1 Introduction Researchers interested in cross-linguistic
inï¬‚uence have several phrases to choose from in referring to the phenomenon, including the following:
language transfer, linguistic interference, the role of the mother tongue, native language inï¬‚uence, and
language mixing.
15 Cross-Linguistic Inï¬‚uence - Wiley-Blackwell
Distinctively broad in scope, topics addressed in this volume include word reading with respect to
orthographic, phonological, morphological, and semantic processing as well as cross-linguistic influences on
reading in English as a second language or a foreign language.
Writing Systems, Reading Processes, and Cross-Linguistic
Research on CrossÂ-Linguistic Influence (CLI), which emerges from a psychological strand, seeks to explain
how and under what conditions prior linguistic knowledge influences the production, comprehension and
development of a target language (De Angelis, 2007).
Third Language Acquisition: CrossÂ-Linguistic Influence
Cross-linguistic influence (CLI) is typically defined as the influence that knowledge of one language has on an
individualâ€™s learning or use of another language. This influence can involve various aspects of language.
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